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1. Final publishable summary report
1.1.

Executive summary

CRONOS had one central objective, that of developing a quantitative, flexible and fully
atomistic theory of ultrafast dynamics in real materials. This aimed at the creation of the
necessary knowledge for advancing two technological areas crucial for the economic future of
Europe: new materials for solar energy harvesting and ultra-high density magnetic data
storage. In addition, CRONOS looked also at the inverse problem, namely that of engineering
an optical excitation designed to produce a desired response (in standard materials science
one simply studies how an excitation perturbs a materials system, but does not design specific
excitations). This was done through optimal quantum control theory (OQCT).
CRONOS computational method of choice was time-dependent density functional theory,
TDDFT, which we had numerically implemented in a number of mainstream codes, namely
ELK, Octopus and Smeagol. The workplan was designed to encompass a full idea-tovalidation pipeline and thus included: 1) formal methodological development, 2) algorithm
implementation, 3) applications to both solar cells and magnetic recording, and 4) experimental
validation. Importantly the software developed is distributed freely to the modeling community.
CRONOS has created the foundation of using TDDFT and OQCT to develop a better
understanding of ultrafast processes in real materials, in particular related to both charge and
spin-dynamics. Most importantly CRONOS has produced a complete development pipeline
going from the invention of new theoretical methods, to their implementation in mainstream
materials modelling packages (ELK, Octopus and Smeagol), to the use of them in problems
related to solar energy harvesting and magnetic data recording, and to their validation in
experiments specifically designed to address the ultrafast time scale.
CRONOS output has been published in over 140 research articles, including several in top-tier
journals such as Science, Nature Photonics, etc. Furthermore CRONOS investigators have
contributed to over 100 invited talks at international events, and have organized/co-organized
about 20 workshops and symposia at conferences. These latter include several training
activities for young researchers so that CRONOS scientists have educated about 100 young
minds to time-dependent DFT and its capabilities. The general public has also been engaged
by CRONOS. The various teams have featured in radio programs and popular press (both
regional and international) and the coordinator has presented science to primary schools kids.
All this was possible thanks to the CRONOS consortium, which comprised the European
leaders in the development of ab initio computational techniques and in the production of
scientific software for materials science.
CRONOS consortium includes 5 academic institutions, 3 research institutions and 1 SME,
based in 7 different countries. CRONOS has been supported by 3,380,058.00€ granted by the
EC through 7FP, it was coordinated by Prof. Stefano Sanvito of the Trinity College Dublin
(Dublin, Ireland) and carried out by a consortium of 9 leading research institutions.
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1.2.

Project context and the main objectives

CRONOS’ aim was to develop a quantitative, flexible and fully atomistic theory of ultrafast
dynamics in real materials. The effort was devoted to the creation of the necessary knowledge
for advancing two technological areas crucial for the economic future of Europe: new materials
for solar energy harvesting and ultra-high density magnetic data storage. In addition, CRONOS
explored the “inverse problem”. In fact, it did not just look at how an optical excitation perturbs
a materials system (either its charge or spins) but also at how such an excitation could be
engineered to produce a desired response. As such CRONOS has addressed both the “direct
problem”, namely that of calculating the response of materials to perturbations, and the
“inverse one”, which consists in designing the perturbations capable of producing the desired
response. The theory used for the inverse problem was optimal quantum control theory
(OQCT).
The computational method of choice was time-dependent density functional theory, TDDFT,
which CRONOS had numerically implemented in a number of mainstream codes, namely ELK,
Octopus and Smeagol. The workplan comprised 1) formal methodological development, 2)
algorithm implementation, 3) applications to both solar cells and magnetic recording, and 4)
experimental validation. Importantly the software developed is distributed freely to the
modeling community.
WP1’s objectives were to develop and implement a full suit of technical solutions for TDDFT.
These include: 1) the numerical implementation of the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations
with periodic boundary conditions to describe bulk solids in time-dependent external fields; 2)
the construction and implementation of advanced meta-GGA functionals and the advanced
spin-dependent XC functionals able to describe the non-collinear magnetization dynamics; and
3) the development and implementation of a TDDFT framework for the coupled electronnuclear dynamics.
WP2’s aimed at applying the method developed in WP1 to the problem of solar energy
harvesting. The problems tackled include: 1) the description of the electronic dynamics of
charge transfer at interfaces; 2) the identification of both short and long-lived excitations
produced by photo-induced electron transfer; 3) the construction of a unified picture of transient
phenomena like excitation formation and separation; 4) the identification of the key vibrational
and electronic features to optimize self-assembly of molecular components into functionally
integrated systems.
The main purpose of WP3 was to establish the foundation of an electronic theory for ultrafast
spin-dynamics. In particular we aimed at: 1) constructing an atomistic understanding of ultrafast spin-dynamics in magnetic transition metals and ferromagnetic materials; 2) exploring the
interplay between atomic motion and spin-dynamics in ultra-fast magnetization manipulation;
3) constructing a first step towards a multi-time approach to spin-dynamics including spindiffusion of conducting electrons. Finally, WP3 investigates the possibility of controlling ultrafast spin-dynamics by appropriate engineering the shape of laser pulses.
WP4 aimed at translating QOCT to TDDFT, so that to provide a fully quantistic designing tool
for materials and processes. This means controlling both the electrons dynamics and also the
associated nuclear one. The goal is to achieve control over 1) charge dynamics, 2) spin
dynamics, 3) production of high-harmonic generation.
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WP5 validated in the lab all the theoretical development achieved, focusing on: 1) the validation
of theoretical modelling on solar energy conversion and spin dynamics; 2) the probing of
charge and nuclear dynamics at all-organic and organic/inorganic interfaces; 3) the probing of
ultrafast spin dynamics in the bulk and at interfaces of ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic film
systems; 4) the design of experimental protocols for OQCT.
CRONOS main result is that of having created the foundation of using TDDFT and OQCT to
develop a better understanding and control of ultrafast processes in real materials, in particular
related to both charge and spin-dynamics. Most importantly CRONOS has produced a
complete development pipeline going from the invention of new theoretical methods, to their
implementation in mainstream materials modelling packages (ELK, Octopus and Smeagol), to
the use of them in problems related to solar energy harvesting and magnetic data recording,
and to their validation in experiments specifically designed to address the ultrafast time scale.
WP1 is where most of the formal development took place. On the one hand, we have
implemented in both ELK and Octopus a range of tools enabling new calculations, namely
periodic boundary conditions for solids and laser pulses of arbitrary intensity and shape. On
the other hand, we have invented new exchange and correlation functionals for more accurate
calculations of real materials. These include novel meta-GGA for quantum dots and lowdimensional structures and a spin-spiral version of the GGA for magnetic compounds.
WP2 and WP3 focused on applying the suit developed in WP1 respectively to the energyharvesting problem and to the ultrafast magnetic recording one. These WP were strongly
coordinated with the experimental WP5 and the successes of the three must be seen together.
In particular, we have produced ground-breaking work demonstrating energy transfer
coherence in organic solar cell materials, i.e. we have shown that during the formation of an
exciton the charge density and the associated energy oscillate coherently between the donor
and the acceptor. Such coherence involves nuclear motion and has been detected
experimentally by ultrafast pump-probe experiments. The consequences of this work,
published in Science, are reaching far beyond the solar energy arena and may impact also the
biology of living being.
When looking at spin-dynamics CRONOS was able to explain the microscopic origin of the
first few femtosecond of the laser-induced ultrafast demagnetization process. This consists in
the establishment of spin-currents depopulating the region in proximity with the atomic nuclei,
followed by a very rapid loss of magnetic moment enabled by spin-orbit interaction. A scaling
law relating the spin-orbit strength and the speed of demagnetization was established and
proved. Such understanding appears to be universal and can be applied to magnetic materials
regardless of their macroscopic order (ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic).
Furthermore the optical response of interfaces between magnetic and non-magnetic materials
was investigated and a full theory for such interfaces was developed. Also in this case the
agreement with experiments is excellent and demonstrates the prediction capabilities of the
methods developed.
Finally, the consortium has advanced OQCT in WP4 to a point where now predictions can be
made for real systems. In particular, we are now capable of designing new lasers pulses to
enhance particular regions of the high-harmonic spectrum of real molecules. This essentially
means that we are capable of engineering the frequency response of real objects. A similar
development took place concerning spin-dynamics for both model Hamiltonians developed for
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quantum dots and for bulk transition metals. Also in this case the results are extremely
encouraging, although the high demand of computational resources associated with these
methods need to be noted.
Overall CRONOS achieved all its targets and goals and has provided a strong development
materials platform for the entire materials modelling community. Our implementations are now
distributed and the codes are freely accessible.
The results of the project have been widely disseminated during the whole course of the
project. CRONOS was characterized by an impressive number of dissemination actions, in
particular publications and presentations of the project’s results at international events
attended by the partners. The CRONOS project can count on a very wide list of publications:
130 papers were published during the entire duration of the project, while 10 are under review
and are awaiting for publication. Moreover, the success of the project is demonstrated by the
fact that publications were made in highly prestigious journals such as Nature (and associated
journals, e.g. Nature Photonics) and Science.
CRONOS website is available at the URL www.cronostheory.eu and it will be kept alive for five
years after the end of the project.
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1.3.

Description of the main S&T results/foregrounds

The consortium has met all the goals, tasks and deliverables of CRONOS’ original workplan,
so that the project has to be considered fully successful. Here we report a summary of
CRONOS’ main scientific achievements and then we present the identified exploitable
foreground.
Scientific Achievements
CRONOS demonstrated that simulations of ultra-fast dynamics for real materials can be
performed and that the results are directly comparable to experiments (typically pump-probe
spectroscopy of some kind). Furthermore, some of these simulations have helped our industry
partner to produce better materials for solar harvesting devices, so that theory and modelling
have been demonstrated to be key elements for the delivery of progress in this space. All this
was possible through a workplan encompassing the entire pipeline going from idea to software
implementation, to application of the software, to experimental validation of the results. The
main scientific achievements are here presented by workpackage and for a detailed
description we refer to the relative deliverables.
WP1:
WP1 has constructed a suit of methodological developments aimed at improving the efficiency,
accuracy and capability of TDDFT of simulating real materials. In particular it has targeted
three main aspects: 1) the possibility of using arbitrary electro-magnetic pulses and of
performing simulations for both molecules (open boundary conditions required) and solids
(periodic boundary conditions required); 2) the construction of novel exchange and correlation
functionals for both non-collinear spin and high accuracy; 3) the formulation and construction
of a novel potential surfaces for combined electronic-ionic dynamics. All the developments
done in WP1 have been included in the two GPL-distributed codes, Octopus and ELK.
While the implementation of arbitrary EM electro-magnetic pulses and of different boundary
conditions have to be considered as technical advances, the development of new exchange
and correlation functionals and of a new scheme for electron-ion dynamics have to be
considered as major breakthrough.
New non-collinear exchange and correlation (XC) functional (Deliverable 1.4):
We have derived and implemented a spin-non-collinear XC functional for magnetic systems.
The derivation was published in Physical Review Letters [F.G. Eich and E.K.U. Gross, Phys.
Rev. Lett. 111, 156401 (2013)] while the implementation has been successfully achieved in
the ELK electronic structure code. The new XC functional has been shown to improve upon
the usual LDA approximation for Cr monolayer. This improvement is due to the XC magnetic
field having components that are non-collinear to the local magnetization density. Note that the
typical computational overheads of this functional are of the same order of magnitude of the
LDA, while more complex functionals having similar qualitative features are significantly more
computationally intensive.
Novel scheme for electron-ion dynamics (Deliverable 1.5):
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The treatment of nuclear dynamics is indispensable for describing the physical processes
underpinning both light-harvesting and ultra-fast spin-dynamics. In both cases, in fact, there is
a strong interplay between electronic and ionic degrees of freedom, so that, ideally, one should
treat them on the same footing. The “standard” way to take into account classical ionic motion
is through the Born-Oppenheimer approximation leading to the classical Ehrenfest forces.
However, for the systems investigated in CRONOS the Ehrenfest forces are not sufficiently
accurate, and we have investigated whether or not one can find classical forces beyond
Ehrenfest that are able to deal with non-adiabatic transitions. Indeed we have shown that this
is the case. In particular we have produced three fundamental steps:
1) We have been able to rigorously define and construct classical forces beyond Ehrenfest that
are able to deal with non-adiabatic transitions. These emerge from a novel approach to the
coupled electron-nuclear dynamics, which is based on an exact factorization of the electronnuclear wave function. The outcome of this analysis is the definition of a time- dependent
potential energy surface (TDPES).
2) The TDPES has been tested against an exactly solvable model, providing clear evidence
that the method developed provides an exact alternative description of the nuclear motion.
3) We have developed a novel mixed quantum-classical approach to the coupled electronnuclear dynamics, which is based on the theory developed in 1) and uses the TDPES tested
in 2). Again the method has been tested favorably against an exactly solvable model.
WP2+WP5:
WP2 applies all the formal development done in WP1 to the problem of solar energy
harvesting. The general philosophy of WP2 was to conduct, for a number of different solar
harvesting compounds, the following computational steps: 1) evaluate accurately the system
geometry and exact atomic configuration; 2) evaluate the static energy levels structure; 3)
perform time-dependent simulations of the energy transfer process. In addition we have
developed a new solvent scheme to be used in combination with TDDFT. This is a quite crucial
aspect since typical organic solar harvesting compounds are often in a solution environment.
The calculations performed in WP2 were validated by experiments performed in WP5, in
particular by means of ultra-fast spectroscopy.
The main highlight of WP2+WP5 concerns the study of the dynamics of both prototypical
artificial light harvesting systems and technologically-relevant organic photovoltaic blends.
These two works have been published in top tier journals, respectively Nature Communication
[“Quantum coherence controls the charge separation in a” Nat. Commun. 4, 1602 (2013)] and
Science [“Coherent ultrafast charge transfer in an organic photovoltaic blend” Science 344
1001, (2014)].
Combining high time-resolution femtosecond spectroscopy and time-dependent density
functional theory, we have provided compelling evidence that the driving mechanism of the
photoinduced current generation cycle is a correlated wavelike motion of electrons and nuclei
on the timescale of few tens of femtoseconds. We have highlighted the fundamental role of the
interface between chromophore and charge acceptor in triggering the coherent wavelike
electron-hole splitting. This result has far reaching impact since it validates a large volume of
scattered literature on coherent energy transfer both in the solar energy conversion field and
potentially in biology.
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WP3+WP5:
WP3 applies all the formal development done in WP1 to the problem of spin dynamics and
relaxation in magnetic materials, with impact over the magneto-recording industry. The
strategy of the combined program of WP3 and WP5 was to explore spin dynamics in: 1) finite
magnetic clusters and bulk solids; 2) in magnets with different magnetic order (ferromagnetic,
antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic); 3) across interfaces between a magnetic and a nonmagnetic metal. Furthermore, since the magnetic order is very sensitive to the lattice structure
of the given material, we have investigated the effect of ionic motion on the dynamics. Finally
we have provided a first demonstration of optimal quantum control of the demagnetization
process in a bulk magnetic material. This all represents ground-breaking work since no
dynamics studies at the electronic level have ever been performed before on magnetic system.
The key results from WP3+WP5 are the following:
We were able to explain the microscopic processes leading to ultra-fast demagnetization in
magnetic metals, with a special focus on the first few femtoseconds of the dynamics
(immediately after the exciting laser pulse has extinguished). This consists in the establishment
of spin-currents depopulating the region in the proximity of the atomic nuclei, followed by a
very rapid loss of magnetic moment enabled by spin-orbit interaction (there is no magnetization
loss in absence of spin-orbit coupling). A quadratic scaling law relating the spin-orbit strength
and the speed of the demagnetization was established and proved. Such understanding
appears to be universal and can be applied to magnetic materials regardless of their
macroscopic order (ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic).
The mechanism for ultra-fast demagnetization in heterostructures made of a magnetic and a
normal metal, the typical stack in magnetic recording, comprises an additional spin-relaxation
channel, namely that originating from the diffusion of spin-polarized currents from the magnetic
to the non-magnetic metal. Such ultra-fast mechanism, activate in thin films, has been proved
experimentally with pump-probe measurements and modelled theoretically with a multi-scale
approach combining TDDFT and quantum transport. The agreement between theory and
experiments is excellent.
Finally, we have addressed the question on whether it is possible to exert control of the spindynamics by using specifically tailored laser pulses. This controllability is of major importance
for future technological applications as it allows the optimization of a particular feature, while
incorporating practical constraints. In particular, here we have demonstrated that laser-induced
ultrafast demagnetization can be controlled by varying the intensity and frequency of the
applied laser. Our work combined the mathematical framework of optimal quantum control
theory (OQCT), developed in WP4, with TDDFT. By using OQCT we have optimized a laser
pulse that almost doubles the relative loss of total magnetic moment in Ni as compared to a
random pulse (that uses the same frequencies and has a similar intensity).

WP4+WP5:
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WP4 had the goal of setting the foundation and of producing the numerical implementation of
OQCT in the context of TDDFT. The consortium has now advanced OQCT to a point where
predictions can be made for real systems. In particular we are now capable of designing new
lasers pulses to enhance particular regions of the high-harmonic spectrum of real molecules.
This essentially means that we are capable to engineer the frequency response of real objects.
A similar development took place concerning spin-dynamics for both model Hamiltonians
developed for quantum dots and for bulk transition metals. Also in this case the results are
extremely encouraging, although the high demand of computational resources associated with
these methods need to be noted. Also the work in WP4 has to be considered as groundbreaking since control theory has never been applied to time dependent phenomena in real
materials before. The major highlights are:
The theory of optimization of the high harmonic generation (HHG) spectrum of atoms and
molecules by means of OQCT (in combination with TDDFT for multi-electronic systems) has
been successfully established. It has been implemented and tested in the OCTOPUS platform.
After establishing the theory and validating the code, we have concentrated on two types of
HHG manipulations in order to demonstrate its applicability: (1) selective enhancement of
given harmonics, and (2) increase of the HHG plateau.
We have established the theoretical foundations for a OQCT of spin-dynamics, based on
electron dynamics modeled with time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT). We have
demonstrated its feasibility by implementing this theory in the OCTOPUS computational
platform. The first example of possible applications obtained consists of ultra-fast singleelectron spin manipulation in 2D semiconductor quantum dots with optimally controlled timedependent electric fields through spin-orbit coupling. A second example is the optimization of
an electromagnetic pulse to induce ultrafast demagnetization in Nickel (see WP3+WP5).
We have constructed OQCT for combined electron-ion dynamics, namely we are now in the
position to optimize a pulse to produce a desired ionic response. For instance we can design
pulses that induce the breaking of a given atomic bond. As first demonstration we have created
a pulse able to dissociate the Hydrogen molecule. This is a fundamental advance since it
brings a potential design element to elementary photochemistry, since the dynamics of a
chemical reaction can be, in principle, controlled. We expect that further development in this
area may enable the speed-up of chemical reaction or even the access to reaction, which
otherwise would not occur.
Exploitable Foreground
Towards the end of the project, namely in the last six months, the consortium puts a
considerable effort in: 1) identifying the possible exploitable foreground developed during the
project, 2) investigating a possible strategy for the exploitation of the software produced. These
two actions were implemented through two dedicated workshops, namely an Exploitation
Strategy Seminar conducted in Dublin by Exploitation Strategy and Innovation Consultant
(ESIC), Prof. Špela Stres, and a Cluster Review workshop, which took place in Brussels in
conjunction with the other two EU networks on ultrafast dynamics (FEMPTOSPIN and GO
FAST). The main findings are:
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1) The CRONOS consortium has operated at around TRL3. Although positioning the
consortium on the TRL scale was not a requirement of FP7, it gives a metric for the
level exploitation expected from the project.
2) It was accepted that developing new advanced methodologies, implementing them in
mainstream codes and distribute the codes, is certainly achievable in the three years
duration of the project and this was indeed achieved. However, gaining full acceptance
by the community to the point that the new methodologies can enter in mainstream
materials science requires a much longer outlook. TDDFT was mathematically proved
in 1981, the first TDDFT code, Octopus, was released in 2002, and only now the users
base has demonstrated a significant pace of growing. Some accelerated speed is
expected for the software developed in CRONOS, since it generally sits on mature
codes, however the acceptance time has to be expected long (3-5 years outlook).
3) CRONOS developed a significant body of software, mainly advanced TDDFT and
OQCT methods. These were implemented in three mainstream codes, namely ELK,
Octopus and Smeagol. The three codes are all distributed and supported by a users
community of several hundreds research group. In such non-commercial way the
software is fully exploited.
4) It was recognized that a full commercial exploitation of the software requires elements,
which usually do not have a space in University research (unless investment in that
direction is made). These, for instance, include the construction of graphical interfaces,
thorough validation and benchmarking and providing customer-oriented professional
user-support. It is understood that software firms are possibly better positioned at
present to deliver such translational aspect. It is also not clear what is the best license
strategy at the moment. GPL or similar are ideal for an academic environment but limits
commercial exploitation, although commercial use of GPL software is indeed possible.
5) It is clear that different companies have different requirement from software. These
depend on the specific sector, the level of investment in R&D, the vicinity of the industry
to market, etc. The requirements go from having plug-and-go tools for designing
products directly related to the company core business, to pre-competitive technology
evaluation, often to be carried out in collaboration with University researchers, to
significant modelling internal R&D activity, to modelling as a service to a company.
Given the diversity of such requirements it is not clear at the moment what may be the
best strategy for exploitation. The concept of competence centers was articulated as
possible way to bring modelling to companies at a pre-competitive stage.
The consortium identified 8 pieces of IP worth exploitation. Five concern software, one is a
ground breaking scientific discovery related to a new material, one is a technical
instrumentation and one is a product (commercialized by Industry partner Solaronix). The
consortium has also established a network of industry contact and it is currently exploring
opportunities for collaborative work.
Exploitable results
At the Exploitation Strategy Seminar the consortium identified 8 potentially exploitable results.
Five of them are software advances/developments in existing codes, one is a key discovery,
one is a new technology for optimal quantum control and one is a product (currently sold).
These are listed here with a brief description.
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Exploitable Result 1: The ELK density functional/time dependent density functional
theory code - New modules implemented in ELK code: Periodic boundary conditions in
TDDFT, non-collinear XC functional (Deliverable D1.1). These two new functionalities
allow users to perform time-dependent simulation for periodic solids. The new
functional has been designed for describing dynamics in magnetic materials (mostly
metals).



Exploitable Result 2: The Octopus density functional/time dependent density
functional theory code. New additions to the Octopus code (deliverables D1.2, D1.3):
periodic boundary conditions and module to generate pulses of arbitrary shape. These
functionalities allow one to test electromagnetic pulses of custom design shape. It is a
fundamental addition for optimal quantum control theory.



Exploitable Result 3: Module to describe polarisation effects in solar cells (3D).
Module developed in the Octopus code to describe the effects of a liquid environment
on the optical and electronic properties of materials for solar cells.



Exploitable Result 4: Spin-transfer torque module in the Smeagol density functional
theory and quantum transport code. This module allows the user to calculate spintransfer torque at finite bias for nanoscale junctions.



Exploitable Result 5: Modules for optimal quantum control theory in Octopus Construction of a number of modules for quantum optimal control theory (several
deliverables). We generate a range of module to optimize laser pulses in order to
produce the desired response of the system.



Exploitable Result 6: New material for solar energy harvesting - D5.2.1: Determination
of the charge transfer dynamics in a supramolecular triad. The material is new (it has
been synthesized in CRONOS for the first time). Most importantly it allowed the
consortium to understand the fast dynamics of the energy exchange process. The
learning can be used for the design of new solar harvesting compounds.



Exploitable Result 7: New kit for solar energy harvesting modules. The kit (see figure
below) was developed by Solaronix and it is currently in the Solaronix catalog for sale.



Exploitable Result 8: New Hardware for optimal control of ultrafast electron pulse
generation. This consists in a new laser setup and associated electronics aimed at
generating ultrafast laser pulses.

The details of each key exploitable result is reported in the tables hereunder.

Exploitable Result 1: The ELK density functional theory/time dependent density functional
theory code - New modules implemented in ELK code: Periodic boundary conditions in TDDFT,
non-collinear XC functional (Deliverable D1.1). These two new functionalities allow users to
perform time-dependent simulation for periodic solids. The new functional has been designed
for describing dynamics in magnetic materials (mostly metals).
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Innovativeness introduced
compared to already existing
Products/Services

TDDFT calculations for periodic systems is an innovation
compared to existing DFT codes. Currently only a few codes
can do it (Octopus).

Unique Selling Point
(competitive advantages)

Currently ELK is only code that can perform real time TDDFT
with non-collinear spins and full potential (all electron
calculations).

Product/Service Market Size

50+ research groups around world actively use ELK. Note
that the number of downloads of the code is much higher.

Market Trends/Public
Acceptance

Electron dynamics on femtosecond timescale is developing
market but perhaps 10+ years from now before it is ripe. At
present calculations are rather time and resource intensive.

Product/Service Positioning

The target users are: Academic research community, industry
with R&D units dedicated to modeling with first principles
techniques. Possible industry sectors: solar energy
harvesting and magnetic data storage.

Legal or normative or ethical
requirements (need for
authorisations, compliance to
standards, norms, etc.)

None

Competitors

Many DFT codes exist for standard materials science
calculations (mostly elementary electronic structure). Few
can do real-time TDDFT but adding this is not difficult (< 1
year to implement for a professional team) if market
develops.

Prospects/Customers

Academia

Cost of Implementation (before The key scientific results have already been implemented. In
Exploitation)
order to achieve exploitation, however, probably new actions
should be taken, such as increasing the documentation, the
user-friendliness, the separation of the KER from the full
code, licensing, etc. This should be handled professionally. It
is of course the key to successful exploitation. The profile
must be combined: software engineering + scientist
(physics, chemistry). Around €40,000/year for development
over, probably three years (or equivalent on a reduced
timescale).
Time to market

N/A

Foreseen Product/Service Price Unknown
Adequateness of Consortium
Staff

The science can be safely developed by the members of the
Consortium. The possibility of exploitation (commercial or
otherwise), however, would require additional expertise.

External Experts/Partners to be Professional software developers, user-interface developers.
involved
Status of IPR: Background
(type and partner owner)
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Status of IPR: Foreground (type The code is copyrighted through the GPL.
and partner owner)
Status of IPR: Exploitation
The code is copyrighted through the GPL.
Forms (type and partner owner)
e.g. direct industrial use,
patenting, technology transfer,
license agreement,
publications, standards, etc.
Which partner contributes to
what (main contributions in
terms of know
how, patents, etc.)

MPIH, UPV/EHU

Partner/s involved expectations Enlarge diffusion of ELK code. Expansion of users base
beyond code developer team.
Sources of financing foreseen
after the end of the project
(venture capital, loans, other
grants, etc.)

Multi source of funding across several groups, mostly
national state funding.

Exploitable Result 2: The Octopus density functional theory/time dependent density
functional theory code. New additions to the Octopus code: periodic boundary conditions and
module to generate pulses of arbitrary shape. These functionalities allow one to test
electromagnetic pulses of custom design shape. It is a fundamental addition for optimal
quantum control theory.
Innovativeness introduced
compared to already existing
Products/Services

This key exploitable result is not a separate piece of software,
but a whole set of new additions to an already existing code,
that was used as base for the project. The code (with all these
additions), is released with the protection of the General
Public License (https://gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html). This means
that the code is freely available, and users are free to copy,
inspect, modify, and redistribute it. This means that anyone
(researchers, industry) is free to exploit the outcome of the
project.
This is valid for the full code, and in particular for the new
additions that constitute this KER. Those cannot be found in
any code, and therefore can be considered to be innovative.
There are, however, existing competing codes that could
easily incorporate the new additions, specially since they are
thoroughly described in the corresponding research papers
(the algorithm are publically disclose by the international
community, including the consortium).

Unique Selling Point
(competitive advantages)

The code is currently freely distributed, through a GPL licence,
from the code web page. A business may grow around a piece
of free software, and numerous examples exist. It would
provide services around it, such as support, training, etc.
However, there are no competing advantages that we can
think of, except the availability of real-time time dependent
features.
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Product/Service Market Size

The octopus code is currently used by a few hundreds
research groups around the world. The KER itself, however,
is still only used by a core set of developers. The community
interested in QOCT for materials science is very difficult to
estimate, since this is a field in early infacy.

Market Trends/Public
Acceptance

Unknown

Product/Service Positioning

The target users are: Academic research community, industry
with R&D units dedicated to modeling with first principles
techniques.

Legal or normative or ethical
requirements (need for
authorisations, compliance to
standards, norms, etc.)

None that we know of.

Competitors

Various academic-only codes for the DFT side. A very limited
number of academic code for the time-dependent DFT side.
As far as we know there are no real-time TDDFT codes in the
proprietary space.

Prospects/Customers

Academia

Cost of Implementation (before The key scientific results have already been implemented. In
Exploitation)
order to achieve exploitation, however, probably new actions
should be taken, such as increasing the documentation, the
user-friendliness, the separation of the KER from the full code,
licensing, etc. This should be handled professionally. It is of
course the key to successful exploitation. The profile must be
combined: software engineering + scientist (physics,
chemistry). Around €40000/year.
Time to market

N/A

Foreseen Product/Service
Price

Unknown

Adequateness of Consortium
Staff

The science can be safely developed by the members of the
Consortium. The possibility of exploitation (commercial or
otherwise), however, would require additional expertise.

External Experts/Partners to be Professional software developers, user-interface developers.
involved
Status of IPR: Background
(type and partner owner)

The code is copyrighted through the GPL.

Status of IPR: Foreground
(type and partner owner)

The code is copyrighted through the GPL.

Status of IPR: Exploitation
Forms (type and partner
owner) e.g. direct industrial
use, patenting, technology
transfer, license agreement,
publications, standards, etc.

The code is copyrighted through the GPL.
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Which partner contributes to
what (main contributions in
terms of know
how, patents, etc.)

UZA, UPV/EHU, CNR-NANO S3, TUT

Partner/s involved
expectations

Enlarge diffusion of Octopus code. Expansion of users base
beyond code developer team.

Sources of financing foreseen
after the end of the project
(venture capital, loans, other
grants, etc.)

Multi source of funding across several groups, mostly national
state funding.

Exploitable Result 3: Module to describe polarisation effects in solar cells (3D). Module
developed in the Octopus code to describe the effects of a liquid environment on the optical
and electronic properties of materials for solar cells.
Innovativeness introduced
compared to already existing
Products/Services

Real space, real time implementation; remove the necessity
of basis sets choice; it is suitable to treat non linear effects;
evolves in time both of electrons and nuclei according to the
TDDFT + Ehrenfest approach (in Octopus).

Unique Selling Point
(competitive advantages)

Other codes implement PCM equations, but no other existing
codes adopt this implementation scheme, to the best of our
knowledge

Product/Service Market Size

Quantum chemistry, Material design, such as Dye Sensitized
Solar Cells. Market size difficult to estimate.

Market Trends/Public
Acceptance

Not clear, since the code developed is material oriented, not
device oriented.

Product/Service Positioning

Computational/software

Legal or normative or ethical
requirements (need for
authorisations, compliance to
standards, norms, etc.)

Licensing, standards for code development, verification,
and validation.

Competitors

Concerning the electronic structure commercial quantum
chemistry codes (e.g. Gaussian). Much less completion
attached to the time dependent part.

Customers

University researchers, Industries in the material science
space.

Cost of Implementation (before
Exploitation)

Module already partially implemented in the Octopus.
Further implementation required according to potential
customers needs. Costs depend on the level of
implementation (i.e. in the forecast time for the
implementation, since the costs are related to labor).

Time to market

Most likely long (requires appropriate business plan) given
the immaturity in the use of time-dependent electronic
structure methods.

Foreseen Product/Service Price Software for quantum materials/depends on the provided
level of support and warranty. If code develops for a very
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narrow niche price tag can be high. It is unlikely this
software will follow in that group.
Adequateness of Consortium
Staff

It is “low” with respect to the tasks of: a) producing software
to be commercialized (user friendly, bugs free, well
documented, etc.), b) giving required customer support.

External Experts/Partners to be
involved

Software companies

Status of IPR: Background (type The code is copyrighted through the GPL.
and partner owner)
Status of IPR: Foreground (type The code is copyrighted through the GPL.
and partner owner)
Status of IPR: Exploitation
The code is copyrighted through the GPL.
Forms (type and partner owner)
e.g. direct industrial use,
patenting, technology transfer,
license agreement, publications,
standards, etc.
Which partner contributes to
UPV/EHU, CNR-NANO S3
what (main contributions in
terms of knowhow, patents, etc.)
Partner/s involved expectations Validation of the method for a pallet of light-harvesting
compounds.
Sources of financing foreseen
after the end of the project
(venture capital, loans, other
grants, etc.)

We have already applied for an International Tranining
Network and planned for national funding.

Exploitable Result 4: Spin-transfer torque module in the Smeagol density functional theory
and quantum transport code. This module allows the user to calculate spin-transfer torque at
finite bias for nanoscale junctions.
Innovativeness introduced
compared to already existing
Products/Services

First principle (parameter free) evaluation of spin transfer
torque for real materials. Both linear response V~0 and finite
bias theory implemented.

Unique Selling Point
(competitive advantages)

No implementation of the same capabilities in mature codes
known. Smeagol is currently the leading package in the
space of first principles electron transport theory. Strong
competitive advantage.

Product/Service Market Size

Magnetic data storage, non-volatile memories, magnetic
resonator, magnetic sensing. Potentially large market size,
but with relatively few players (e.g. WD, Seagate, Toshiba).

Market Trends/Public
Acceptance

Modeling increasingly important in magnetic data storage
since new technologies in development (HMAR, STTMRAM) and no established metrology is available for a few
aspects.

Product/Service Positioning

Computational/Software
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Legal or normative or ethical
requirements (need for
authorisations, compliance to
standards, norms, etc.)

None

Competitors

Quantumwise for transport. None for STT

Customers

Magnetic data storage, non-volatile memories, magnetic
resonator, magnetic sensing.

Cost of Implementation (before
Exploitation)

Module implemented. Full exploitation will require: 1)
efficient graphical interface for design, 2) interface with
micro magnetic software, 3) robust documentation.
Estimated cost ~3 person year (200k Euro)

Time to market

Potentially 18/24 months

Foreseen Product/Service Price Software for quantum magnetic devices dynamics
simulations. It can be stand-alone software or module in
larger CAD-type package. Collaborative work will be
preferred at this time.
Adequateness of Consortium
Staff

Medium. Adequate for transport and DFT side. Need
partner for micro magnetic interface. Need software
engineer for graphical aspects.

External Experts/Partners to be
involved

Micromagnetic package developers; software engineers.

Status of IPR: Background (type The code is copyrighted by the Smeagol Academic License
and partner owner)
(no warranty, no re-distribution.
Status of IPR: Foreground (type The code is copyrighted by the Smeagol Academic License
and partner owner)
(no warranty, no re-distribution.
Status of IPR: Exploitation
The code is copyrighted by the Smeagol Academic License
Forms (type and partner owner) (no warranty, no re-distribution.
e.g. direct industrial use,
patenting, technology transfer,
license agreement, publications,
standards, etc.
Which partner contributes to
what (main contributions in
terms of know how, patents,
etc.)

TCD

Partner/s involved expectations Development integrated package for magnetic devices
simulations
Sources of financing foreseen
after the end of the project
(venture capital, loans, other
grants, etc.)

Application for national funding under review. Pilot funding
from WD for further development.

Exploitable Result 5: Modules for optimal quantum control theory in Octopus - Construction
of a number of modules for quantum optimal control theory (several deliverables). We generate
a range of module to optimize laser pulses in order to produce the desired response of the
system.
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Innovativeness introduced
compared to already existing
Products/Services

The physical model and mathematical techniques employed
for these models are unique and cannot be found in any
other material science software. However, there are
ingredients of it that, independently, can be found in some
other codes.

Unique Selling Point
(competitive advantages)

It is the only code doing QOCT in the context of TDDFT

Product/Service Market Size

The Octopus code is currently used by a few hundred users.
The KER itself, however, is still only used by a core set of
developers. The community interested in QOCT for materials
science is very difficult to estimate.

Market Trends/Public
Acceptance

Unknown

Product/Service Positioning

Software

Legal or normative or ethical
requirements (need for
authorisations, compliance to
standards, norms, etc.)

None that we know of

Competitors

Various only-academic groups

Customers

Right now, only academic users. OQCT not mature enough
to be accessible to industry.

Cost of Implementation (before
Exploitation)

The key results have already been implemented. Package
still needs significant testing and validation before being
able to transfer to broader users base. Significant method
development phase still needed.

Time to market

Likely rather long, 5-10 years outlook.

Foreseen Product/Service Price

Difficult to say at this moment.

Adequateness of Consortium
Staff

The science can be safely developed by the members of
the Consortium. The possibility of exploitation (commercial
or otherwise), however, would require special expertise.

External Experts/Partners to be
involved

Potentially software engineers

Status of IPR: Background (type The KER has been fully released under the GPL
and partner owner)
Status of IPR: Foreground (type
and partner owner)

The KER has been fully released under the GPL

Status of IPR: Exploitation
The KER has been fully released under the GPL
Forms (type and partner owner)
e.g. direct industrial use,
patenting, technology transfer,
license agreement, publications,
standards, etc.
Which partner contributes to
what (main contributions in
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terms of know how, patents,
etc.)
Partner/s involved expectations

Large diffusion OQCT methods. Demonstrator in
photochemistry and control of processes

Sources of financing foreseen
after the end of the project
(venture capital, loans, other
grants, etc.)

We have already applied for funding for an International
Training Network and are planning new applications to
H2020. National funding are currently the sole source of
support.

Exploitable Result 6: New material for solar energy harvesting. The material is new (it has
been synthesized in CRONOS for the first time). Most importantly it allowed the consortium to
understand the fast dynamics of the energy exchange process. The learning can be used for
the design of new solar harvesting compounds.

Innovativeness introduced
compared to already existing
Products/Services

We have developed the first joint experimental/quantum
theoretical modeling and characterization of coherent charge
transfer processes in artificial light harvesting and solar cell
materials

Unique Selling Point
(competitive advantages)

We have developed a unique strategy for optimizing the
efficiency of light-to-current conversion in light harvesting
and photovoltaic devices. Our strategy has the potential to
enhance the output efficiency of generic light harvesting
materials and light-induced charge transfer processes.

Product/Service Market Size

Niche market in solar energy industry.

Market Trends/Public
Acceptance

Good, strong need to design capabilities.

Product/Service Positioning

The service that we provide is not yet available anywhere in
the world. It is a unique combination of ultrafast all-optical
device characterization and quantum materials modeling.

Legal or normative or ethical
requirements (need for
authorisations, compliance to
standards, norms, etc.)

None

Customers

Potential customers are companies and/or research
institutes focusing on enhancing the efficiency of
photovoltaic and light harvesting materials

Competitors

None

Cost of Implementation (before
Exploitation)

Implementation before Exploitation requires a dedicated
ultrafast laser spectroscopy laboratory together with
supercomputing facilities (or at least advanced
computational facilities). Estimated cost ~ 1.000.000 EUR

Time to market

5 Years

Foreseen Product/Service Price Hourly service price ~ 300 – 500 EUR
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Adequateness of Consortium
Staff

Very good, no additional expertise is required.

External Experts/Partners to be
involved

Materials modeling experts (e.g., CNR Nano, Modena)

Status of IPR: Background (type None
and partner owner)
Status of IPR: Foreground (type None
and partner owner)
Status of IPR: Exploitation
Publications in high impact scientific journals
Forms (type and partner owner)
e.g. direct industrial use,
patenting, technology transfer,
license agreement, publications,
standards, etc.
Which partner contributes to
what (main contributions in
terms of know how, patents,
etc.)

UOL – ultrafast optical spectroscopy – CNR Modena –
materials modeling

Partner/s involved expectations Develop an international competence center for joint
experimental/theoretical studies of light-to-current
conversion efficiencies in nanosystems
Sources of financing foreseen
after the end of the project
(venture capital, loans, other
grants, etc.)

We have already applied for an International Tranining
Network and are planned a new applicant for an EU grant

Exploitable Result 7: New kit for solar energy harvesting modules. The kit (see figure below)
was developed by Solaronix and it is currently in the Solaronix catalog for sale.

Figure 1: Solaronix kit for solar energy harvesting modules

Innovativeness introduced
compared to already existing
Products/Services
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Unique Selling Point
(competitive advantages)

Currently it is sold only via Solaronix website. Unique
market position.

Product/Service Market Size

Niche market

Market Trends/Public
Acceptance

Good

Product/Service Positioning

Product already manufactured and sold

Legal or normative or ethical
requirements (need for
authorisations, compliance to
standards, norms, etc.)

None

Customers

Universities, research centers

Competitors

Only one: Dyenamo, who does not have a similar product
on the market yet.

Cost of Implementation (before
Exploitation)

Only manpower costs, no new equipment or investment

Time to market

It is on the market.

Foreseen Product/Service Price

This is already a product, but possibly few more in the
same range can be developed.

Adequateness of Consortium
Staff

Good, development was made with internal skills

External Experts/Partners to be
involved

None

Status of IPR: Background (type Mostly in public domain
and partner owner)
Status of IPR: Foreground (type
and partner owner)

N/A

Status of IPR: Exploitation
N/A
Forms (type and partner owner)
e.g. direct industrial use,
patenting, technology transfer,
license agreement, publications,
standards, etc.
Which partner contributes to
what (main contributions in
terms of know-how, patents,
etc.)

Solaronix

Partner/s involved expectations

Persistent presence on the market

Sources of financing foreseen
after the end of the project
(venture capital, loans, other
grants, etc.)

No specific needs, only private funding (company own
resources)
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Exploitable Result 8: New Hardware for optimal control of ultrafast electron pulse generation.
This consists in a new laser setup and associated electronics aimed at generating ultrafast
laser pulses.
Innovativeness introduced
compared to already existing
Products/Services

Novel setup for shaping ultra-fast laser pulses

Unique Selling Point
(competitive advantages)

Little activity on OQCT worldwide. Little to no competition,
field very young.

Product/Service Market Size

At maturity, potentially very large (chemical products), at
the moment there is no market

Market Trends/Public
Acceptance

Difficult to forecast.

Product/Service Positioning

Present: Ultra-fast materials characterization; Future:
control of materials processing

Legal or normative or ethical
requirements (need for
authorisations, compliance to
standards, norms, etc.)

None at the moment.

Customers

University and research center at present. Possibly
multinationals with large spending in R&D

Competitors

Other leading academic groups

Cost of Implementation (before
Exploitation)

Difficult to forecast at present. Laser equipment may be in
the region of 500kEuro.

Time to market

Long: 10-15 years

Foreseen Product/Service Price

High value (characterization tool)

Adequateness of Consortium
Staff

All expertise available in the consortium.

External Experts/Partners to be
involved

None at the present stage. Support from theory needed.

Status of IPR: Background (type None in this space
and partner owner)
Status of IPR: Foreground (type
and partner owner)

No disclosure. Evaluation of patent feasibility

Status of IPR: Exploitation
All IP is in house at the moment
Forms (type and partner owner)
e.g. direct industrial use,
patenting, technology transfer,
license agreement, publications,
standards, etc.
Which partner contributes to
what (main contributions in
terms of know-how, patents,
etc.)
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Partner/s involved expectations

Competence center around key capabilities

Sources of financing foreseen
after the end of the project
(venture capital, loans, other
grants, etc.)

Need still significant basic development. Funding for basic
science.

Moreover, during the course of the CRONOS project, a patent was filed by the partner
UPV/EHU, ("Fuente emisora de luz y método de emisión de luz basado en nanotubos de
nitruro de Boro", University of the Basque Country, UPV/EHU, PCT/ES2012/070098.
ID02462299.).
All the information related to the patent are available at the URL: http://nanobio.ehu.es/patents.
In conclusion, CRONOS during the three years of its life developed a significant body of IP,
mostly related to software, but also with potential in hardware and materials. The consortium
has taken several actions towards its exploitation and analyzed in details both the current
position and the prospects. In general, the methodological developments from the modeling
point of view are already distributed to academia, via the ELK, Octopus and Smeagol code.
One product is also currently out for sale from Solaronix.
The consortium also evaluated the barriers towards the penetration of modeling software into
a broad industry base. The long times related to the acceptance of the software, together with
the diversity in the industry sectors in need for materials modeling (and their diverse
requirements) are identified to pose the main challenges.
The two CRONOS Industry partners, Solaronix and CNRS-Spintec, evaluated the consortium
potential for exploitation and make a number of recommendations on how computational
materials science, and more specific ultra-fast dynamics in real materials, may impact their
core business. The industry partners also discussed possible future engagement models for
industry and academia.
In general, the two companies found that the work performed by CRONOS was
groundbreaking and, although it was basic science in nature, it delivers at a level where
companies can start engaging. It was assessed that CRONOS has delivered at around TRL3,
which is a position where some companies can confidently work at. Solaronix and CNRSSpintec then evaluated the readiness of the theoretical development carried out in CRONOS
against their core business and projected onto business closely related to their own.
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1.4.
Description of the potential impact (including the
socio-economic impact and the wider societal
implications of the project so far) and the main
dissemination activities and the exploitation of results.
CRONOS has made a significant step forward in the modelling of ultrafast phenomena
concerning charge and spin dynamics. For the first time time-dependent simulations can be
carried out for real materials from first principles, i.e. without depending on experimental data
and/or empirical parameterization. At the same time CRONOS was able to tackle the inverse
problem, meaning that now electromagnetic pulses can be designed to obtain the desired
materials response. This opens a new avenue for materials modelling and at the same time
for the design of new materials and processes.
During the running of the project we have achieved fundamental advances in understanding
how energy is transferred in organic solar harvesting materials and how the magnetization can
be rapidly quenched in magnetic compounds. In the first case we have proved that the energy
transfer is coherent in the first few femtosecond of its evolution, meaning that charge and
energy oscillate between the donor and the acceptor before the energy is finally transferred.
This finding, in which theory and experiments agree well, gives us a new key for designing
solar harvesting materials and has far reaching consequences, for instance in biology. At the
same time we have discovered how the magnetization is lost in a magnet in the first instant
after a laser pulse. In this case we found that spin-orbit interaction is the fundamental force at
play. This, together with the formation of spin current, determines the ultrafast dynamics. The
consequences of such discovery, again confirmed by experiments, impact the field of magnetic
recording, and it is particularly timing since heat-assisted magnetic recording is emerging as
the winning technology in the data storage arena. Finally optimal quantum control theory has
been implemented, for the first time, together with a full ab initio theory, namely density
functional theory. We have then proved that one can now engineer a laser pulse to produce a
desired effect. For instance we have demonstrated that an optimize pulse can improve the
demagnetization speed of Ni by 40% and can promote the generation of particular optical
modes in a high-harmonic generation experiments. The outlook for these methods appears
bright as photochemistry by design may become possible. Finally, CRONOS has produced a
significant body of software. All the technical implementations of TDDFT and OQCT are now
available in the codes Octopus, ELK and Smeagol. These are all well documented and provide
a real powerful modelling suit. Most importantly the codes are all distributed for free to the
benefit of the large materials modelling community (the combined users of Octopus, ELK and
Smeagol are in excess of a thousand). The consortium has also identified a number of possible
exploitable results. Most of them concern software, but also hardware development.
Furthermore, one of the Industry partners, Solaronix, has designed a new product based on
work done in CRONOS. This is a chemical kit for solar cell growth and it is now available for
sale at Solaronix web-site.
The consortium IP was monitored with a three-months frequency by the IP and
Commercialization Development Office (IPCDO) coordinated by the coordinator at TCD. The
office maintained relation with the individual partners Tech Transfer Offices (TTOs) and
designed a pipeline of actions to be taken during the duration of the project.
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The IPCDO identified early on the specific industry sectors, which could benefit from the
research carried on in CRONOS. The industry sectors identified by CRONOS as potential
beneficiaries of the scientific developments of the consortium are the following:
1. Chemical manufacturers of solar dyes for solar energy harvesting:
As a direct activity in the CRONOS project, the sector requires to understand and possibly
optimise the properties of the dyes.
2. Hard drive manufacturers:
The possible interest is in the area of plasmonic antenna for heat assisted magnetic recording
(HAMR). Requirement is to better understand the heating and cooling of ~10nm area of the
storage media (to allow the write to occur). Companies include Seagate, Western Digital and
Toshiba.
3. Magnetic Random Access Memory (magnetic data storage manufacturers):
The possible interest is in a better understanding of the operations of spin transfer torque.
Typically operates in GHz frequency. Some companies in this space include Crocus
Technology, Cypress Semiconductor, Everspin.
4. Cancer cell treatment:
This is a very active topic of research. The requirement is to better understand nanoshell
photonic interaction. This is a diverse space with several multinational involved: Phillips,
Konika-Minolta, Siemens, etc.
5. Optically generating heat, energy sector:
The technology encompasses the use of nanoparticles to absorb optical energy (sunlight). The
offer of CRONOS is a better understanding of the interaction of light in terms of absorption and
scattering, and conversion to heat (or more perhaps more interesting, steam). Some
companies in the SME space appear like a possible customer: Fraunhoffer IGB on water
treatment, Holocene Energy (www.holocene-energy.com/technologies).

Dissemination activities performed and significant results
The activities carried out within the framework of the public communication and dissemination
have been planned, performed and coordinated by the Project office in collaboration with the
Project coordinator, and were carried on with the strong contribution of all the partners. The
main objectives achieved during the course of the project have been the following:


building a distinctive image and style of the Project in order for CRONOS to be easily
recognizable.



The design and maintenance of CRONOS Web site.



The preparation and distribution of various dissemination materials, such as the official
brochure and the project’s posters.



The spread of information about CRONOS during local and international events.



Publication of scientific articles.



Publication of the project press release and external newsletter.
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One of the first step performed was building a distinctive image and style of the project in
order for CRONOS to be easily recognizable. As shown in the figure below, the LOGO recall
the idea of time.

Figure 2: CRONOS LOGO

After the project colours and LOGO have been chosen, the layout of the official documents
was designed, together with the one of the presentation to be used during the internal project
meetings, and the one for public events. Moreover, starting from the layout of the LOGO, the
CRONOS website was designed and used with the aim of giving the possibility to a wide
audience to get information about the project’s contents and initiatives.
The web presence was the central element in the dissemination activities of the CRONOS
Project during the whole course of the project; therefore the website has been designed to be
the primary dynamic information source and to communicate the project main concepts and
results. The Project website has been designed during the first 6 months of CRONOS’ lifetime,
and it has been launched at the end of November 2012 at the URL: www.cronostheory.eu.
The key issues that were considered in selecting, structuring and writing content for the
CRONOS website are the following:


to provide a comprehensive description of the work that is being conducted;



to successfully reach the audiences that may have an interest in CRONOS
potential results;



to facilitate the exchange of documents and information among the Project
partners;



to make the site as transparent as possible, respecting the know-how of the
partners that have to be protected.

The website was updated periodically, every three months centrally (by the coordinator), and
will be maintained alive for further 5 years. The private area has been developed in a second
stage to offer the repository and access point for Project-related information, for use by the
Project partners and of the reviewers.
The website could count also on a multimedial libray, where all the videos produced by the
partners in the frame of the project, have been uploaded and disseminated.
http://www.cronostheory.eu/index.php?id=517&lang_id=eng
During the course of the project, the consortium has laid the foundations to take part at
important public events to promote CRONOS and its results, producing an efficient
dissemination kit. In order to be ready to disseminate the Project to external audience, the
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Project’s the brochure, the flyers and the posters were designed by the Project office and
approved by the partners.
The project brochure consists of three sheets of A4 folded, in CRONOS style. The external
covering pages accommodate the general Project information and contact details. The internal
pages describe the Project’s aims and objectives.
The brochure has been uploaded in a dedicated page in the website, and several copies have
been printed and distributed among the partners during the project meeting held in Modena
(Italy).
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Figure 3: CRONOS brochure

During the whole course of the project, the partners disseminated the project also through
posters at the main international conferences in the field. The posters are available in a
dedicated page of the project website
http://www.cronostheory.eu/index.php?id=16&lang_id=eng
The results of the project has been widely disseminated during the whole course of the project.
CRONOS was characterized by an impressive number of dissemination actions, in particular
publications and presentations of the project’s results at international events attended by the
partners. The CRONOS project can count on a very wide list of publications: 135 papers were
published during the entire duration of the project, while 10 have been produced and are
awaiting for publication. Moreover, the success of the project is demonstrated by the fact that
publications were made in highly prestigious journals such as Nature (and associated journals,
e.g. Nature Photonics) and Science.
The list of journals that published articles and publications related to the project is reported in
the table hereunder.
Publications
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1

ACS photonics

1

Advanced functional metarials

1

AIP applied physics letters

1

American chemical society

2

29

Applied physics express

1

Central European Journal of physics

1

Chemical Physics Letters

1

Chemical science

1

ChemPhysChem

2

Computational chemistry

1

European journal of chemistry A

1

European journal of organic chemistry

1

European Journal Physics B

5

Europhysics letters

1

Journal of chemical physics

12

Journal of chemical theory and computational

3

Journal of computational chemistry

1

Journal of computational physics

1

Journal of optics

2

Journal of physical chemistry C

1

Journal of physical chemistry letters

5

Journal of physics A: mathematical and theoretical

1

Journal of physics condensed matter

3

Journal of the American Chemical society

2

Molecular Physics

1

Nano Letters

1

Nature Communications

1

Nature Photonics

2

Nature Nanotechnologies

1

New journal of physics

4

Optic Express

2

Physica status solidi B

2

Physical chemistry chemical physics

1

Physical review A

9

Physical review B

26

Physical review E

1

Physical review letters

14

Science

1

Table 1: List of journals that published CRONOS’ articles and publications

In order to maintain the relationships with the partners press desks and with the external
audience, a press desk has been kept alive in a dedicated page of the project website
http://www.cronostheory.eu/index.php?id=5&lang_id=eng
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The Press Desk was managed by TCD, and was responsible for the dissemination through the
project’s website of the publication and articles related to the project. Internally, the Press Desk
collaborated with the partner to collect periodically the list of dissemination action undertaken
by the partners, and to notify the European Commission on them, through the Participant
Portal.
Furthermore CRONOS investigators have contributed to over 100 invited talks at international
events, and have organized/co-organized about 20 workshops and symposia at conferences.
These latter include several training activities for young researchers so that CRONOS
scientists have educated about 100 young minds to time-dependent DFT and its capabilities.
The general public has also been engaged by CRONOS. The various teams have featured in
radio programs and popular press (both regional and international) and the coordinator has
presented science to primary schools kids.
In addition a few CRONOS members have received international awards:
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

Christoph Lienau, UOL, Elected as 2013 Fellow of the Optical Society of America, “For
outstanding contributions to the field of ultrafast nano-optics, near-field optics and
plasmonics.”
Stefano Sanvito, TCD, Elected as 2013 Fellow of the Institute of Physics (UK), “For
outstanding contributions to materials and devices modelling”.
Sarah M. Falke, UOL, 2013 “Green Photonics” Award by Fraunhofer Society, Germany,
for an outstanding PhD thesis in the area of photonics.
Professor Angel Rubio, UPV/EHU, enters the American Science Academy. 25/04/2015
Professor Angel Rubio, UPV/EHU, Awards ceremony Prize Rey Jaime I de Investigación
Básica, 25/11/2014

CRONOS’ partners had also a strong record of engagement with the media. The partners have
been interviewed by popular press, have given interviews on the radio and have appeared in
public lectures broadcasted on Youtube. This activity adds to a significant level of press
releases and magazine media coverage, mostly managed by the partners’ own institutions, by
CRONOS’ press office and by the press offices of the Nature publishing group. A complete list
of CRONOS’ media coverage is available in the project website, and attached to this
document.
During the second reporting period, a particular attention was put by the CRONOS consortium,
in dissemination activities through the interfacing with other running EU projects, specifically
with the two projects funded in the same call of the 7 th Framework Programme: NMP.2011.2.12 - Modelling of ultrafast dynamics in materials, specifically the GO FAST (GA 280555), and
the FEMTOSPIN (GA 103663). The CRONOS project had a leading role in this framework, as
organizer of the Cluster Workshop “Theory meets Industry”, which was held the 27th-28th
November 2014, in Dublin, and was hosted by the coordinator of the CRONOS project, the
Trinity College of Dublin.
Then, as a result of a deep activity done by the three consortia to identify the key exploitable
results among the big mole of knowledge generated by the projects themselves, the Cluster
Exploitation Workshop of three femtodynamics projects was held on 10th and 11th of
March 2015 in Brussels, with the aim of reviewing these projects in view of the industrial
exploitation of the newly developed modelling and simulation capabilities. The review was
done against the FP7 contract issued by a programme called “Industrial Technologies".
However, as pointed out by Dr. Anne de Baas (Project Officer) in her introductory remarks, as
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FP7 is transitioning to H2020 there is an increasing emphasis by the European Commission
on the impact of modelling software and know-how on the global competitiveness of the
European industry. This is in accordance with the Roadmap for Materials Modelling as
formulated by the European Materials Modelling Council (EMMC). The reviews were thus
requested to focus on industrial exploitation potential of the three projects. The workshop
foresaw also the participation of Dr. Erich Wimmer, as reviewer of the exploitation potential of
the projects, giving the opportunity to the projects of interfacing with an expert on this filed,
who gave an important contribution in identifying the exploitability of the projects’ results.
Finally, CRONOS maintained during the whole course of its lifetime, a service of external
newsletter. The external newsletter was produced by the coordinator, in collaboration with the
Project Office and with the cooperation of the entire consortium, with the aim of disseminating
the project’s results and raising public awareness about the potentiality of the CRONOS’
achievements. The contents of the external newsletters were related to the project’s results
and activities performed; they included news, “on the spot light” issues and relevant information
about the partners. They included also a list of the scientific events organized by the members
of the consortium or by the research community. All the issues of the external newsletter are
published in the project website, in the press desk page.
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Annex II – Complete list of dissemination through MEDIA
appearance


Energías alternativas, Matrimonio entre nanociencia y biociencia, article on CIC Network
(May 2013) with interview to Angel Rubio (UPV/EHU) on article appeared in Nature
Communication 4, 1602 (2013).



Mix and Match, Alberto Moscatelli, Research highlight on Nature Nanotechnology 7, 481
(2012) of the paper from UPV Nano Lett. 12, 3518 (2012).



Sin investigación puntera no hay educación de alto nivel, Dato Económico Ed. Impresa
Bizkaia - Octubre 2012 – Profile article on UPV leader Angel Rubio



One application one material … and one theory to find them all, Stefano Sanvito (TCD),
Trinity College Chair of “Condensed Matter Theory” Inaugural Lecture (February 2013).
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RaMGPo1IqzA



Surfen auf Nano-Lichtwellen, http://www.presse.uni-oldenburg.de/mit/2012/506.html



Physiker
lassen
Elektronen
auf
Lichtwellen
http://www.nwzonline.de/campus/physiker-lassen-elektronen-auf-lichtwellensurfen_g_2,0,568319090.html



Dem
optischen
Computer
oldenburg.de/mit/2013/031.html



Dem
optischen
Computer
ein
Stückchen
näher,
http://www.prophysik.de/details/opnews/4298221/Dem_optischen_Computer_ein_Stueckchen_naehe
r.html



Optische
Computer:
Schneller
http://winfuture.de/news,74268.html



Forscher
entwickeln
Computer
mit
Lichtgeschwindigkeit
http://www.deutsche-mittelstands-nachrichten.de/2013/01/49754/



Oldenburger
Physiker
kommen
dem
optischen
Computer
näher
http://www.computerwoche.de/a/oldenburger-physiker-kommen-dem-optischencomputer-naeher,2531549



Dem
optischen
Computer
ein
Stückchen
näher
http://www.pressrelations.de/new/standard/result_main.cfm?r=520548&aktion=jour_pm



Oldenburger
Physiker
kommen
optischem
Computer
näher
http://www.macwelt.de/news/Oldenburger-Physiker-kommen-optischem-Computernaeher-7376071.html
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Radio interview with Christoph Lienau during the science radio show LOGO on NDR Info
at
the
08.02.2013
on
optical
computers,
http://www.uno.unioldenburg.de/download/Optische_Computer_mit_Lichtgeschwindigkeit_fuer_Logo.mp3



Dem optischen Computer ein Stückchen näher, http://idw-online.de/de/news516515



Dem
optischen
Computer
protokolle.de/nachrichten/id/252093/



Welle oder Teilchen? Wie Licht in organischen Solarzellen in Strom umgewandelt wird,
http://www.presse.uni-oldenburg.de/mit/2013/094.html



Welle oder Teilchen? Wie Licht in organischen Solarzellen in Strom umgewandelt wird,
http://www.presse.uni-oldenburg.de/mit/2013/094.html



Elektronentransfer
in
Solarzellen,
http://www.prophysik.de/details/news/4510851/Elektronentransfer_in_Solarzellen.html



Welle oder Teilchen? Wie Licht in organischen Solarzellen in Strom umgewandelt wird,
http://idw-online.de/de/news524394



Wie
aus
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in
organischen
Solarzellen
in
Strom
wird,
http://www.nwzonline.de/campus/wie-aus-licht-in-organischen-solarzellen-stromwird_a_3,1,37539245.html



Elektronentransfer
in
Solarzellen,
http://www.prophysik.de/details/news/4510851/Elektronentransfer_in_Solarzellen.html



Organische Photovoltaik: Forscher untersuchen Elektronentransfer in Solarzellen,
http://photovoltaik-vision.de/03-2013/organische-photovoltaik-forscher-untersuchenelektronentransfer-in-solarzellen/



Welle oder Teilchen? Wie Licht in organischen Solarzellen in Strom umgewandelt wird,
http://www.finanzen100.de/nachrichten/artikel/welle-oder-teilchen-wie-licht-inorganischen-solarzellen-in-strom-umgewandelt-wird_H943095062_2-11171488540013629682/



Solaire photovoltaïque organique : rôle de la nature quantique des électrons dans la
conversion
de
la
lumière
en
électricité,
http://www.bulletinselectroniques.com/actualites/72643.htm



ein

Der
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Elektronenbeschleuniger
oldenburg.de/mit/2013/427.html.
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Abschlag mit Elektronen
http://www.prophysik.de/details/opnews/
5475391/Abschlag_mit_Elektronen.htm.



Der kleinste Elektronenbeschleuniger der Welt,
http://www.innovationsreport.de/html/berichte/

physik_astronomie/kleinste_elektronenbeschleuniger_welt_222506.html.


Der kleinste Elektronenbeschleuniger der Welt
http://www.finanzen100.de/nachrichten/artikel/der-kleinste-elektronenbeschleuniger-derwelt_H13925324_2-1-8119966878946570739/.



Ultraschnelle Nano-Optik: Golfspiel mit Elektronen
http://www.ingenieur.de/Themen/Forschung/Ultraschnelle-Nano-Optik-GolfspielElektronen



Der kleinste Elektronenbeschleuniger der Welt
http://www.nanowerk.com/news2/newsid=33204.php.



Una mitragliata di elettroni per i microscopi del future
http://www.ansa.it/scienza/notizie/rubriche/tecnologie/2013/11/15/mitragliata-elettronimicroscopi-futuro_9622906.html.



http://www.nano.cnr.it/upload/pressrelease/allegato/51.pdf (CNR-NANO S3)



http://www.ansa.it/scienza/notizie/rubriche/energia/2014/05/30/filmato-il-big-bang-dellaluce_28ea3171-ea9a-48e7-9def-ad49f9f4da6f.html (CNR-NANO S3)



http://www.corriere.it/notizie-ultima-ora/Ambiente/Cnr-film-primi-istanti-energiafotovoltaica/30-05-2014/1-A_012703371.shtml (CNR-NANO S3)
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http://www.tmnews.it/web/sezioni/top10/cnr-filma-il-big-bang-della-luce-che-si-trasformain-elettricita-20140530_105024.shtml (CNR-NANO S3)



http://www.repubblica.it/scienze/2014/05/30/news/quando_la_luce_si_trasforma_in_corren
te_come_un_big_bang-87669239/ (CNR-NANO S3)



http://gazzettadimodena.gelocal.it/cronaca/2014/05/30/news/studio-del-cnr-di-modenascopre-il-big-bang-della-luce-che-si-trasforma-in-elettricita-1.9325492 (CNR-NANO S3)



http://gaianews.it/scienza-e-tecnologia/filmato-big-bang-conversione-luce-elettricita55626.html#.U4nbbyjGL6A (CNR-NANO S3)



http://video.corriere.it/ecco-come-luce-diventa-corrente-elettrica/fb2e8310-e7d9-11e3bc61-842949f24f5a (CNR-NANO S3)



http://www.nano.cnr.it/upload/relpress/allegato/291.tiff (CNR-NANO S3)



http://www.controcampus.it/2014/05/cnr-come-luce-sole-deventa-corrente-elettrica/ (CNRNANO S3)



http://www.ilsecoloxix.it/p/multimedia/tecnologia/2014/05/30/AR4sSuUtrasforma_quando_corrente.shtml?code=126803&pag=1 (CNR-NANO S3)



http://www.nano.cnr.it/upload/relpress/allegato/294.jpg (CNR-NANO S3)



http://www.nano.cnr.it/upload/relpress/allegato/299.tiff (CNR- NANO S3)



http://www.rinnovabili.it/energia/fotovoltaico/fotovoltaico-organico-cnr-fotoconversione-666/
(CNR- NANO S3)



http://video.ilsole24ore.com/TMNews/2014/20140605_video_14251216/00021855-amilano-i-laser-ultraveloci-filmano-il-big-bang-della-luce.php (CNR- NANO S3)



http://www.nano.cnr.it/upload/relpress/allegato/302.pdf (CNR- NANO S3)



http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/05/140530124431.htm (CNR- NANO S3)



http://www.sciencenewsline.com/summary/2014053015570008.html (CNR- NANO S3)



http://phys.org/news/2014-05-real-movies-light-to-current-conversion-solar.html
NANO S3)



http://www.dire.it/home/7390--big-bang-luce-si-trasforma-elettricita.dire (CNR- NANO S3)



http://www.diariovasco.com/gipuzkoa/201406/15/cerrar-puertas-investigaciones-punteras20140615000630-v.html (UPV/EHU)
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http://www.ehu.es/p200content/es/contenidos/noticia/20140603_angel_rubio_jaime1/es_rubio/20140603_angel_r
ubio_jaime1.html (UPV/EHU)



http://nano-bio.ehu.es/files/premio_jaime_i_prensa.pdf (UPV/EHU)



http://nano-bio.ehu.es/files/premio_jaime_i_radio_y_online.pdf (UPV/EHU)



http://www.rtve.es/alacarta/audios/24-horas/24-horas-tertulia-cientifica-05-06-14/2600887/
(UPV/EHU)



http://www.rtve.es/alacarta/audios/eureka/eureka-angel-rubio-premio-rey-jaimeinvestigacion-basica-2014-10-06-14/2607180/ (UPV/EHU)



http://nano-bio.ehu.es/files/paneles_solares.pdf (UPV/EHU)



http://nano-bio.ehu.es/files/divas140530005.pdf (UPV/EHU)



http://phys.org/news/2014-05-weak-cohesive-molecules-atoms.html (UPV/EHU)



http://www.aist.go.jp/aist_j/press_release/pr2014/pr20140519/pr20140519.html
(UPV/EHU)



http://www.aist.go.jp/aist_e/latest_research/2014/20140521/20140521.html (UPV/EHU)



https://acceso360.acceso.com/public-zone/esES/index.php?item=23&com=tracking&mediaType=1 (UPV/EHU)



http://www.rtvcyl.es/Noticia/56A3638B-EBD7-FAE1CC221EEF47072030/20140601/fisico/doctorado/castilla/leon/quinto/espa%C3%B1ol/acad
emia/americana/ciencias/ (UPV/EHU)



http://nano-bio.ehu.es/files/diario_vasco.pdf (UPV/EHU)



http://nano-bio.ehu.es/files/deia.pdf (UPV/EHU)



http://nano-bio.ehu.es/files/noticias_alava.pdf (UPV/EHU)



http://nano-bio.ehu.es/files/la_razon_0.pdf (UPV/EHU)



http://unionline.info/el-profesor-de-la-upvehu-angel-rubio-nombrado-miembro-de-laacademia-de-ciencias-americana/ (UPV/EHU)



http://www.deia.com/2014/05/16/sociedad/euskadi/un-fisico-de-la-upv-miembro-de-laacademia-americana (UPV/EHU)



http://www.diariovasco.com/sociedad/educacion/201405/15/angel-rubio-academiaciencias-20140515113907.html (UPV/EHU)
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http://www.basqueresearch.com/berria_irakurri.asp?Berri_Kod=5055&hizk=G#.U3X4IHby
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http://mnmasnoticias.blogspot.com.es/2014/05/el-profesor-de-la-upvehu-angel-rubio.html
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http://www.cadenaser.com/espana/audios/mesa-espana-bancos-alimentos-catalunarepiten-campana-seguir-recogiendo-alimentosverano/csrcsrpor/20140516csrcsrnac_1/Aes/ (UPV/EHU)



http://www.ehu.es/p200content/es/contenidos/noticia/20140515_angel_rubio/es_rubio/20140515_angel_rubio.htm
Berria y Berria 2 (UPV/EHU)



http://www.ondavasca.com/2014/05/16/el-profesor-de-la-upvehu-angel-rubio-nombradomiembro-de-la-academia-de-ciencias-americana/ (UPV/EHU)



http://article.wn.com/view/2014/05/15/15052014_El_profesor_angel_Rubio_nombrado_mi
embro_de_la_Acad/ (UPV/EHU)



http://www.ondacero.es/audios-online/emisoras/pais-vasco/san-sebastian/aqui-ondaeuskadi-hoy-hablamos-angel-rubio_2014051600158.html (UPV/EHU)



http://www.rtve.es/alacarta/audios/las-mananas-de-rne/mananas-rne-cuarta-hora-16-0514/2566546/ (UPV/EHU)



http://www.eitb.tv/es/#/video/teleberri--noche/2065074689001/3569322704001/15052014/
(UPV/EHU)



El profesor de la UPV/EHU Ángel Rubio, ingresa en la Academia de Ciencias Americana.
25/04/2015

Some press and MEDIAs that disseminated the event:
Radio: 16/05/2014
RNE: https://acceso360.acceso.com/public-zone/esES/index.php?item=23&com=tracking&mediaType=1
Radio Televisión de Castilla y León (i Jun)
News in the newspapers: 16/05/2014
Diario Vasco
Deia
Noticias Alava
La Razón (2 Jun)
Internet: 16/06/2014
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http://unionline.info/el-profesor-de-la-upvehu-angel-rubio-nombrado-miembro-de-laacademia-de-ciencias-americana/



http://www.deia.com/2014/05/16/sociedad/euskadi/un-fisico-de-la-upv-miembro-de-laacademia-americana



http://www.diariovasco.com/sociedad/educacion/201405/15/angel-rubio-academiaciencias-20140515113907.html



http://www.basqueresearch.com/berria_irakurri.asp?Berri_Kod=5055&hizk=G#.U3X4I
Hby3B8



http://mnmasnoticias.blogspot.com.es/2014/05/el-profesor-de-la-upvehu-angelrubio.html



http://www.cadenaser.com/espana/audios/mesa-espana-bancos-alimentos-catalunarepiten-campana-seguir-recogiendo-alimentosverano/csrcsrpor/20140516csrcsrnac_1/Aes/



http://www.ehu.es/p200content/es/contenidos/noticia/20140515_angel_rubio/es_rubio/20140515_angel_rubi
o.htm
Berria y Berria 2










http://www.ondavasca.com/2014/05/16/el-profesor-de-la-upvehu-angel-rubionombrado-miembro-de-la-academia-de-ciencias-americana/



http://article.wn.com/view/2014/05/15/15052014_El_profesor_angel_Rubio_nombrad
o_miembro_de_la_Acad/



http://www.ondacero.es/audios-online/emisoras/pais-vasco/san-sebastian/aqui-ondaeuskadi-hoy-hablamos-angel-rubio_2014051600158.html



http://www.rtve.es/alacarta/audios/las-mananas-de-rne/mananas-rne-cuarta-hora-1605-14/2566546/

AIST press release: “Possibility of Structural Control of Layered Materials by Infrared Laser
Irradiation, AIST.National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (Japan),
shows feasibility of reducing inter-layer distance of a layered material, hexagonal boron
nitride (hBN), by illuminating an infrared (IR) laser according to the results of first-principles
simulations.
30/05/2015
The 7th of December 2014 the newsapaper “La Nueva España” has published an
interview to Angel Rubio. 07/12/2014
Awards ceremony Prize Rey Jaime I de Investigación Básica, 25/11/2014

Some press related to this event:
UPV/EHU on line (3/06/ 2014)
Dossier Oficina de Comunicación UPV/EHU: different news sent by the person in
charge of the communication in UPV/EHU
Radio y Online
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Nueva Tertulia Cientifica (5/06/ 2014)
Eureka (10/06/ 2014)


IOP Publishing has created an artistic interpretation inspired by
figure aside, in the article “Germanene: a novel two-dimensional
germanium allotrope akin to graphene and silicene”, published
in New Journal of Physics 16 (2014) 095002. September 2014.
For more information please visit the following links:
Physics Today
New Journal of Physics 16 (2014)
Science Newsline
Science 20.com
Nanowerk
Phys org news
Science Codex
Capital OTC
Science Daily
Popular Science
Sci-News.com



The 15th of June the newsapaper the Diario Vasco (local newsapaper) has published this
video interviewing to Angel: «No hay que cerrar puertas a investigaciones punteras que
parecen irrelevantes»
Diario Vasco 15/06/2014



Dossier oficina comunicación “The quantum mechanisms of organic devices for
alternative solar panels are revealed”: different news sent by the person in charge of the
communication in UPV/EHU.
Diario Vasco 30/05/2014



Strengthening weak cohesive forces among molecules and atoms by light – 21 May 2014
phys.org
AIST.National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (Japan) – 21 May
2014
http://www.aist.go.jp/aist_j/press_release/pr2014/pr20140519/pr20140519.html
http://www.aist.go.jp/aist_e/latest_research/2014/20140521/20140521.html


Nomination of AR as member of the national academy of sciences in the USA
TV 15/05/2014
EITB - Teleberri



From Theory to Patent 29/01/2014
ETSF news on line.An international patent has been filed by the UPV/EHU's NanoBio
Spectroscopy Group. It results from a collaboration of ETSF researchers in Spain (Prof.
Rubio), Luxembourg (Dr Wirtz), France (Dr Attacalite) and Italy (Dr Marini), thanks to the
ETSF infrastructure and network.
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http://scitation.aip.org/content/aip/magazine/physicstoday/news/10.1063/PT.5.7107
(UPV/EHU)
http://www.sci-news.com/technologies/science-germanene-new-cousin-graphene02140.html (UPV/EHU)



http://nano-bio.ehu.es/files/njp_16_9_095002.pdf (UPV/EHU)



http://www.sciencenewsline.com/articles/2014091013580016.html (UPV/EHU)



http://www.science20.com/news_articles/meet_graphenes_sexy_new_cousin_germanene144557 (UPV/EHU)



http://www.nanowerk.com/nanotechnology-news/newsid=37278.php (UPV/EHU)



http://phys.org/news/2014-09-graphene-cousin-germanene.html (UPV/EHU)




http://www.sciencecodex.com/graphene_gets_a_cousin_in_the_shape_of_germanene141307 (UPV/EHU)



http://www.sciencecodex.com/graphene_gets_a_cousin_in_the_shape_of_germanene141307 (UPV/EHU)



http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/09/140909192128.htm (UPV/EHU)



http://www.popsci.com/article/technology/meet-germanene-graphenes-newest-2dcompetitor (UPV/EHU)
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